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NOW FEATURING THE COMMUNITY CROSSWORD

The Safer Cities Initiative:
Five years of Criminalization, Injustice, and Community Resistance

“The Safer City Initiative is a critical component of our strategy
to reduce homelessness in this City. We will be targeting the drug
dealers and other criminals that prey on the homeless to reverse
the culture of lawlessness on Skid Row, while leading those who
need help to housing and services.”
Shortly after this statement, made by Los Angeles Mayor Antonio
Villaraigosa on September 24, 2006, L.A.’s Skid Row became home
to the largest concentration of police officers in the country. Since
its inception five years ago, the Safer Cities Initiative (SCI) has
ushered in an era of policing unseen before in Los Angeles - one

that brought 50 additional uniformed officers and up to 60 undercover agents to an area smaller than one square-mile.
According to its creators, Villaraigosa and then-Police Chief William Bratton, SCI was to use a two-pronged approach of increased
policing and social services that would result in a significant
reduction in crime and homelessness in the community. It would
also implement a “broken windows” strategy of crime reduction,
which maintains that a reduction in “visible signs of disorder”
- such as broken windows, trash on the streets, or jaywalking eventually leads to a decrease in drug dealing, homicides, and
other forms of serious crime.
Continued on page 6
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Former LA RIGHT TO
Housing Collective
Member Daisy Lopez
Appointed to the
Housing Authority
Board of Commissioners

“HOUSE KEYS, NOT
HANDCUFFS!” - SKID
ROW RESIDENTS HEAD
TO SAN FRANCISCO
TO BUILD WEST COAST
MOVEMENT
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HIP HOP LEGEND AND
SOCIAL ACTIVIST
CHUCK D OF PUBLIC
ENEMY VISITS LA CAN
AND TOURS SKID ROW

Be sure to check
out the first
installment of
the Community
Crossword
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HOUSING WATCH
Ensuring that we have the information and
power to keep our homes and community intact
Ballington Plaza
Recently the Volunteers of America was
awarded 120 project-based Section 8
vouchers. This means that the Section 8
subsidies go straight to the owner for a
specific unit, and does not move with the
tenant.
This award of Section 8 vouchers came
in the nick of time, since residents in the
building have faced a substantial rent
increases in the last year and a half. Unfortunately, these rent increases are legal, so
the recent award of Project-Based Section 8
vouchers will help tenants afford to stay at
the Ballington. These vouchers are intended to help people who are low-income and
meet the Section 8 program guidelines. At
the time of print for the Community Connection the process for qualifying people
had not yet been decided.
There are not enough vouchers for all
units, so residents who do not qualify do
not have to move out. They can stay in
their current unit at their current rent. If
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you would like more information, stop by
the LA CAN office.
RSO
At the local level, LA CAN has been working on reforming the Los Angeles Rent
Stabilization Ordinance (RSO), which is the
City law that regulates how much landlords can raise people’s rent in over 640,000
units city-wide. In addition to regulating
rent increases, the ordinance dictates how
tenants can be evicted and how relocation
benefits are issued.
Just over three years ago the City began
a review process of the ordinance, which
cost one million dollars of taxpayer money.
Since then the process has been stuck in the
“halls of power” at City Hall where Councilmember Wesson used his formal position as Housing, Community and Economic Development Committee (HCED) Chair
to stall movement on the matter and ensure
that political limelight on reform was kept
away during the City Council election that
occurred earlier this year.
In a recent move, Councilmember Tony
Cardenas (District 6) was appointed as
HCED Committee Chair. If you are living
in a building where a rent increase is pend-

Commissioner Daisy and her mother after the appointment
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ing we encourage you to join LA CAN’s
Housing Committee as we work to ensure
that the RSO is changed so rent doesn’t go
up unfairly.
Bed Bugs
Recently the US Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) released
a set of guidelines for how management is
supposed to be treating units infected with
bed bugs – one of which dictates that an
owner must treat a unit in a timely manner. Additionally, the guidelines state that
the units on all sides of an infected unit
are also to be inspected and then treated if
necessary.
One of the most important things that
this document points out is that within 24
hours of a landlord receiving a complaint,
they need to engage in conversation with
the tenant to discuss action the tenant can
take before treatment. This type of partnership and communication is often missed
when dealing with these problems.
If you have bed bug units, it is critical that
you document it and notify management.
For more information, you can stop by the
LA CAN Legal Clinic every Wednesday at
6:00pm.

Miembros del LA Colectivo para el Derecho a la Vivienda con Daisy

Former Housing Collective
Member Appointed to
HACLA Commission

Ex-Miembro del Colectivo
nombrado a la Comisión de HACLA

The Pueblo Del Rio Tenant Committee and the LA Human Right
to Housing Collective have continued to build a movement and
achieve significant victories.

El 24 de septiembre del 2011, Daisy Lopez fue confirmada por el
Concilio de la ciudad de Los Angeles para servir en la Junta de
Comisionados de la Autoridad de la Vivienda de Los Angeles.
Daisy es una residente de por vida en el proyecto de vivienda
pública Pico-Aliso en Boyle Heights.

El comité de los inquilinos del Pueblo del Rio y el Los Angeles
Colectivo para el Derecho a la Vividenda continua construyendo
su movimiento y alcanzando victorias significativas.

On September 14, 2011, Daisy Lopez was confirmed by the City
Council to serve on the Board of Commissioners for the Housing
Authority of the City of Los Angeles. Daisy is a life-long tenant of
the Pico Aliso public housing development in Boyle Heights.

El colectivo La Vivienda es un Derecho Humano, del cual LA
CAN es miembro, apoya firmemente la confirmación de Daisy
para servir como una de dos representantes de inquilinos en la
Comisión, Varios meses atrás, la commission de HACLA pasó
por una transformación en medio de la malversación de fondos
y otros conflictos de interés. La oficina del alcalde comenzú el
proceso de nombrar nuevos miembros sin considerar la opinion
de los inquilinos, pero despuás de visitas de los delegados del
Colectivo, aceptó las recomendaciones para posibles comisionados. Daisy fue una de varias recomendaciones hechas por inquilinos del colectivo.

The Los Angeles Human Right to Housing Collective, of which
LA CAN is a member, strongly supports Daisy’s confirmation to
serve as one of two tenant representatives on the Commission.
Several months ago, the HACLA Commission underwent a transformation in the wake of misspent funds and other conflicts of
interest. The Mayor’s office began the process of appointing new
members without input from tenants, but after delegation visits
by the Collective, accepted recommendations for possible Commissioners. Daisy was one of several recommendations made by
tenants in the Collective.

LA CAN y el Colectivo de Vivienda felicita a Daisy por su
nombramiento. Según declare durante la audiencia de nombramiento, ella cree que su posición es muy importante, ya que ella
sera “un Puente entre los inquilinos y la Comisión.” Tambien
recibió palabras de firme apoyo de parte de miembros del Concilio Wesson y Huizar durante la audiencia. El Colectivo de la
Vivienda se proyecta hacia trabajar con ella y los otros nuevos
comisionados para asegurar la justicia para todos los inquilinos
de HACLA, y crear una Autoridad de la Vivienda transparente
y responsable.

LA CAN and the Housing Collective congratulate Daisy on her
appointment. As she stated during her confirmation hearing, she
believes her position is very important as she will “be a bridge
between tenants and the Commission.” She also received strong
words of support from Councilmembers Wesson and Huizar during the hearings. The Housing Collective looks forward to working with her and the other new Commissioners to ensure justice
for all HACLA tenants and create a transparent and accountable
Housing Authority.
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Skid Row
Gardeners Prep
for Fall Planting

for Art Walk sunflowers, watermelon and
pumpkin seedlings. Tabling also served as
a great way to spread the word about the
garden, and there were many questions
asked with people wanting to know how
else they might become involved.

Summer is almost over, and with it the LA
CAN Rooftop Garden summer harvest is
coming to an end. It was a great success.
We grew herbs and vegetables, such as
lettuce and tomatoes, which we were able
to use in many of the meals local residents
prepare for our regular Residential Organizing Committee meetings.

We are now in the process of organizing
our fall planting. We want this season to be
bigger and better. So, if you are interested
in learning how to garden or if you are an
experienced gardener looking for a space
to practice your skills, please join us. Who
knows, you may be a gardener deep down!
We meet the first and third Thursday of
every month at 10:30am at the LA CAN.

Now fall is upon us, and we kicked the
season off right at the LA CAN Labor Day
Gala with our Adopt-a-Seedling Program.
This is important because as we have
learned, there are many benefits to enjoy
by growing your own fruits and vegetables. It can promote good health, budget
consciousness and be tremendously therapeutic as well.
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Top Right: Corn thriving on Main Street;
Bottom Right: A sunflower blossoms just in time for
the end of Summer.

On Labor Day, dozens of Skid Row residents adopted squash, zucchini, and kale
seedlings. At the table, there was much
interest in the plants, with many people
wanting to know what they were and how
they could care for them. In reality, it’s
quite simple. It doesn’t take much to grow
a seedling. All they need is sun, water, and
a lot of love.
The Gardeners also started participating in
the Downtown Art Walk - working with
Master Gardener Anne Hars and local residents to raise money for the Rooftop Garden by soliciting donations from passersby. We offered those in the neighborhood

I’m Hungry I have no Food
Stranded don’t know what to do
Who do I prove this to, that
I’m hungry and I have to eat At the Liquor Store
You see I ran around all confused
For awhile this has happen to me
To the highest degree, that I’m hungry
and I Have to eat at the Liquor Store
My Father was Hungry Man too
He use to do the things I now do
Ran around streets all confused
Cause he’s hungry
and we have to eat at the Liquor Store

Healthy Food

by Zhandra Soils, a member of the LA CAN gardening team

My name is Zhandra. I’m here to tell you how overweight I was and how I changed my life by changing
my diet. I used to weigh 260 pounds. My health had
gotten really bad. I had high cholesterol, high blood
pressure, acid reflux – not good things. My doctor told
me I was a walking corpse – that I might soon be dead.
Now I’m much healthier. I didn’t think I could do it,
but my life depended on it.
I stopped eating fatty foods and fried foods. And I
stopped eating so much. Now I weigh 216 pounds and
I plan to lose more. I know it might seem hard, but if
you stop eating so much, if you stop eating fast food, if
you find a store and purchase healthy food, you can do
it too. You’ll feel better about yourself. We must. Our
lives depend on it.

Hungry no Food to eat
Spend the whole day on my Feet
For probably the rest of the week
I’ll be hungry and I’ll have to eat at the Liquor Store
I am a human too
Should I have to die for my Food
A tomato or Kale will do
But I’m hungry, and I have to eat at the Liquor Store
Just gathered a couple of cents
Thinking wisely on how I might spend
The money I need for rent
On the Food, that I have to buy at the Liquor Store
by Jose VanDerburg
3
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Reflecting on Ten Years of
the Downtown Women’s
Action Coalition
In August the Downtown Women’s Action Coalition (DWAC)
held its annual retreat. The day was an opportunity for the
members to reflect on past years and set goals for upcoming 12
months. 2011 marks the ten year anniversary of the group, which
aims to establish a collective voice that communicates the strength
and power of women in the community and to build a community that goes beyond service - one that values women, promotes
respect of women’s rights, acknowledges and supports women’s
experiences.
In 2001, the Union Rescue Mission sent out a press release saying they were closing their women’s program. The Downtown
Women’s Center, LA CAN and other organizations in the community decided to throw an emergency meeting to figure out how
to respond to this crisis. Out this effort, DWAC was formed.
Here are just a few of the many highlights and milestones that
DWAC has achieved in the last decade:

Community Connection
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November 2005: First ever Skid Row White Ribbon Day event
(held annually since then)
January 2006: 7 out of 10 campaign holds Martin Luther King Day
March against Violence
February 2006: First ever Skid Row performance of the Vagina
Monologues (performed 2006-2008).
August 2006: First ever Take Back the Night event (held annually
since then)
Spring 2007: Women’s History Project
Summer 2007: Third DWAC survey project (report released at
Women’s Summit in Feb 2008)
February 2009: First DWAC Variety Show as a fundraiser for
Women’s Day in the park (performed 2009 - 2011)
Spring 2009: Local partner in Human Rights Watch’s exposure of
LAPD’s rape kit backlog and call for accountability
Summer 2010: Fourth DWAC survey project (report released in
March 2011)
For more information, or to become involved, DWAC meetings are held the second
Tuesday of every month at 3:30pm at LACAN, located at 530 S. Main St., 90013

April 2001: First DWAC meeting

TA K E BA CK THE NIGHT

Summer 2001: First DWAC survey project (report released in the
fall of 2001)

Take Back the Night is a rally with the purpose of making people
aware of violence against women, children, and families. We will
march around Skid Row in solidarity showing that we do not
tolerate violence in our community.

May 2002: First Women’s Day in the Park (held annually since
then)
Fall 2002: DWAC established an Advisory Board that met quarterly, including some Executive Directors of active organizations
(i.e. LAHSA Director) - the board was in place about three years.

If you or a loved one has a story to share about how violence has
affected you, please feel free to bring it!
The march will begin at LA CAN.
Please join us for the program and refreshments after the march.

Summer 2004: Second DWAC survey project (report released in
January 2005)

TUESDAY OCTOBER 18, 2011 at 6PM

Summer 2005: Created the “7 out of 10” campaign plan to prevent
violence against women

Speaker after speaker joined Gibhard in her frustration. A working mother, a former Walmart Associate, an unemployed parent
of six – all of whom depend on these programs for their livelihood
– spoke out and countered the myth that these programs are handouts or giveaways. The reality is that for a growing number of benefit recipients these programs are work supports and indispensible
sources of nutrition. This is reflected in the fact that over 40% of all
SNAP participants are working people.

Banks got bailed out! We
got sold out!
A diverse group of residents from across the city descended upon
Los Angeles City Hall to call on their elected officials to protect
programs that end hunger and promote healthy eating. Youth
groups, senior citizens, homeless individuals, and anti-hunger
advocates made it clear that they would not stand silent as the
benefits and programs they depend on to survive are put on the
chopping block.
Over the next two months, a 12-person Congressional Super Committee (6 Democrats and 6 Republicans from the Senate and House
of Representatives) will be trying to come up with $1.5 trillion in
budget deficit reduction steps. It is expected that many of these
steps will come in the form of cuts to vital social programs, such as
SNAP (Food Stamps), Medicaid, Medicare and Social Security.

As the crowd gathered in size and energy, Sarah Brennan, a representative of City Councilmember Alarcon’s Office, came out and
announced that in a few days Councilmember Alarcon would be
introducing a resolution into City Council to add “support for the
preservation of SNAP as an entitlement program and support for
initiatives that rebuild local and regional food infrastructure, small
and midsize producers, promote sustainable and urban agriculture
and increase healthy food access for all” to the city’s 2011-2012 federal legislative program.
The group then marched to local federal buildings while chanting “Super Congress, Hear our call! Healthy food for one and all!”
They also encouraged others to contact Congressmember Xavier
Becerra, who represents much of L.A. and is on the Super Committee, to let him know that the lives of senior citizens and low-income
residents are not to be bargained away.
“We can’t feed our kids tax cuts,” said Hunger Action L.A.’s Frank
Tamborello. “People are struggling and desperately looking for
work. This is not the time to cut food assistance for people.”

“I am 84 years old. I spent my entire working life paying into the
very programs I now depend on to survive. The very programs
they are now threatening to cut,” said local resident Carolyn Gibhard. “I am not asking for much. I just need to be able to take care
of myself.”

Top Left: Photos of the 12 members of the Congressional Super Committee on Display;
Bottom Right: Long after the rally and march, a large group remained chanting
and displaying signs that encouraged drivers and passersby to contact Rep. Becerra.
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“Most of My
Heroes Don’t
Appear on No
Stamps!”

Hip Hop Legend Chuck D
visits LA CAN and tours
Skid Row
Legendary rapper, author, and social critic
Chuck D of Public Enemy has traveled the
world performing songs that capture the
experiences of the poor, oppressed, and
disenfranchised. In his life as artist and activist, he does not shy away from exploring
the harshest realities of this country.
On August 10, Chuck visited LA CAN
for a tour of Skid Row, a community that
embodies the great contradiction of this
country - grave injustice and poverty pitted
directly next to wealth and prosperity.
Chuck spent the day conversing with local residents - trying to get a sense of the
neighborhood while making real connections with the people who make up the
vibrant community. He even got to hop on
the basketball court at Gladys Park for a
little 3-on-3.

Despite the pleasure Chuck took in getting
to know folks in the neighborhood, he was
struck by the amount of severe poverty that
existed in a downtown that is supposedly
undergoing great revitalization.
Shortly after the visit, Chuck, who is currently collaborating with LA CAN on a
book project, posted the following via his
Twitter account:
“Skid row in Downtown LA land of Swag
has the largest dense population of homeless blackfolk in USA thousands within
blink of STAPLES center!...Those that think
NO racism in USA Take a visit.Those in denial go there. To those living in SoCal walk
thru there and ask PPL some questions.”

Above: Chuck D sits and discusses the community with
local residents; Below: General Dogon and Pete White take
Chuck on a tour of Skid Row.

Word in the Hood

Five years ago LAPD and Mayor Villaraigosa launched the Safer Cities Initiative (SCI), which introduced the highest
concentration of police officers in the country into the Skid Row community. It was heralded as a comprehensive
crime reduction strategy that was intended to improve the the community.
A half decade later, how has SCI affected the community? What has it meant for local residents on a day-to-day level?
Is the community better off than before its launch?
We take these questions to the streets to hear what local community members have to say:
“I feel, basically, criminalized – because we’re still getting stopped just as much. They still harass us. The only
thing it’s done is, well, I guess the people in the lofts – maybe they feel better. But the people in the streets
have the same amount of fear, and the same amount of discontent as far as the way things are going because,
right now, things haven’t changed for us. It’s like a police state. It’s like a miniature police state.

Albert

I see a lot of harassment. I’m seeing people who, as opposed to being considered as normal citizens and
members of society, all of a sudden are considered a criminal element. And that’s the first consideration they
get. They don’t talk to us as if we’re people. They talk to us like, ‘Oh, you’re guilty’ – like we have to prove
our innocence.”
“SCI has had a dramatic effect on the community – all negative. It has made people more tense. It has made people
anxious about watching their back. It has been unbelievably oppressive. I can even maybe go so far as to say
fascist. And I think we’re gonna have to make some moves to get rid of it.

Catherine

I think it’s pretty obvious that in the first place [the money spent on SCI] should be going to is more housing! And,
it should be turned into some kind of cooperative so that the money goes into the community, stays in the community, supports the people, and creates an atmosphere of love, really – of caring. Our saying is that the only solution
is love. And the police have so lost sight of “to protect and serve”. That means to protect and serve everybody, and
it doesn’t quite come down to our little neighborhood over here. They are not doing a decent job of protecting, and
they are not doing enough service.”
“I think [SCI] has worked...to a certain extent. I mean, the area has been ‘cleaned up’, but the police are still
targeting homeless people, low-income people, and black people. I mean, all the jay walking tickets? That’s
ridiculous. I had one that evenutally went to $750. They put a lien on my license...for a jay walking ticket. I don’t
understand that. I understand the city might need money, but how can you expect people on GR to pay that kind
of money for a jay walking ticket?

Gary

I mean, there has been some improvement, but there is still a lot of other things going on - a lot of harassment.
They assume that, if you’re black, you are on parole or probation, or that you’re a burglar, or that you’re on
drugs. And, you know, I’ve seen some other people walking around with drinks in their hands, jay walking white people, you know, during Art Walk. And they don’t stop them. But I get stopped, we get stopped. Come
on, the law is the law. The law has no color.”
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they say get back
iMAGES OF REPRESSION AND RESISTANCE

Continued from page 1
Unfortunately, this theory has never been
proven as an effective means of crime or
poverty reduction. And what followed was
a particularly agressive and brutal system
of mass arrests, citations, and harassment.
According to data gathered by UCLA Law
Professor Gari Blasi, in the first two years
of SCI alone, LAPD made over 19,000 arrests and issued roughly 24,000 citations.
This is in a community with a population
of approximately 12,000 - 15,000 residents.
This amount of ticketing and arrests was
unique to Skid Row, and represented a level unlike any other in Los Angeles. In fact,
a 2007 UCLA study found that the number
of citations issued in the first year of SCI
came at a rate up to 69 times higher than
those found in other parts of a city already
notorious for intense police activity.
As if this was not bad enough, a disturbing
pattern of bias policing began to surface.
Homeless and low-income residents, predominately black and brown, realized that
while they were being stopped for jaywalking, tossing a cigarette butt on the ground,
crossing against a red light, or having an

open container, newer, wealthier, and
whiter residents were not being stopped
for the same violations.
These types of violations came with - if not
arrest and jail time - financial penalties of at
least $159 - $191. This left those cited, many
of whom live off fixed incomes between
$221 and $850 a month, often unable to pay
monetary penalties. This in turn resulted
in a fine increase (up to $600), a suspended
license, and/or a warrant for arrest. For
many, it also led to a loss of benefits, housing, jobs, and services.
To help address the urgent issue, LA CAN,
the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles
(LAFLA), and other pro bono legal partners began to provide representation for
infraction citations as part of a weekly free
legal clinic. What was learned was that the
impacts of SCI went far beyond just citations. Reports of various forms of police
misconduct - harassment, arbitrary stops,
unwarranted searches, illegal property
seizure and destruction - began to pour in
from residents.
There were also multiple accounts of
physically-disabled residents receiving
6

crosswalk violation citations as a result of
their inability to cross an intersection in
sufficient time due to their use of wheelchairs, walkers, and canes. In 2009, of the
over 600 tickets handled by the legal clinic,
90% were for crosswalk violations and jaywalking. Among those that reported their
disability status, 60% were people with
disabilities.
But the story of SCI has not simply been
one of injustice, displacement, and civil
rights violations. Over the past 5 years,
local residents have built a resistance and
movement that is bent on changing the
culture of of criminalization that LAPD has
created and, ultimately, eliminating the
Safer Cities Initiative.
What started with meetings, testimonials,
and protest signs has led to a multi-cultural, community-wide effort that combines,
amongst other tools, organizing, police
monitoring, community research and lawyering, documentary film-making, Know
Your Rights trainings, policy advocacy, and
leadership development.
While SCI remains an oppressive and racist
program that must come to an end, Skid
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we say fight back
FROM THE FIVE YEAR HISTORY OF SCI

Row residents and their allies have
organized resistance to the policy and
have achieved some victories for the
community.
• After residents helped gather declarations and video evidence, in the
Spring of 2007 a federal judge found
that some of LAPD’s search policies
were unconstitutional and they were
ordered to stop those, reducing the
number of detentions with searches in
the community.
• CommunityWatch teams of trained
community residents monitor the
police department on a daily basis,
reducing the likelihood of civil rights
violations when the cameras are running and also at times providing video
evidence to exonerate people facing
unjust criminal charges.
• After months of public testimony
and other advocacy, as well as recruiting attorneys to represent people with
infraction citations, in 2010 the citations issued in Skid Row were finally
reduced by 46% of their highest point
and more than 2,500 citations were
resolved in LA CAN’s legal clinic,

avoiding high fees and other penalties
for those residents.
• After residents helped gather declarations and evidence, in the Spring
of 2011 a federal judge ruled that the
City was illegally confiscating homeless people’s property and a temporary restraining order was issued to
stop those practices, protecting residents from losing their belongings.
• After much testimony by residents
and allies, in 2011 the Housing Authority reduced the “ban” times for
those with criminal charges so now
residents that have been unfairly
targeted by SCI policing will not be
prohibited for long periods of time
from obtaining much-needed affordable housing.
• Although SCI was initially going to
be a 9-month program designed to remove poor and homeless people from
downtown LA, many residents have
resisted and exercised their right to remain in the community – they thought
folks would go without a fight, but as
the protest signs still say, “We’re Still
Here!”
7
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They’re only my
opinions, but...
written by al sabo
- When Jan Perry jumped into the Mayor’s race and immediately claimed she’d
smoke the field, I asked myself, “What’s
she been smoking?”
- The REAP Program is imposed upon
rental properties only when the property
is deemed uninhabitable or not up to code.
Therefore, when a certain landlord referred to the Program as the “Rape Program” and was loudly cheered by fellow
landlords, I had to wonder, “Who’s raping
whom?”
- In these tough economic times and after
investing millions in law enforcement in
the area, I challenge anyone to prove the
worth of SCI, the so-called Safer Cities Initiative. It can’t be done! It’s impossible!
- Jan Perry stated that she’s built thousands of low-income rental units alongside
the new condos and lofts in downtown.
I then must ask, which of the following
statements is true?: (A) She’s blind;(B) She
failed geometry; (C) She failed math; (D)
She’s a graduate of the LAUSD system; (E)
Her GPS is broken; or (F) All of the Above.
- Webster’s definition of class warfare:
When a city spends billions in South Park
and Bunker Hill while spending only a
paltry million or two in Skid Row where
thousands live in the streets and money is
most needed.

Reflections on the
WRAP Congress
written by Jose VanDerburg
On August 4, LA CAN loaded over
50 members up on a bus and headed
north for eight hours to the city of San
Francisco. Our diverse entourage included
Panthers, activists, photographers,
singers, drummers, artists, writers, and
former gang members – a group that well
represented the vast array of people who
live in Skid Row and South LA.
Our mission for going to San Francisco
was to become universally educated then
further united - and to then let our voices

Community Connection

- Obviously Perry has abandoned her 9th
district base by funneling billions into
South Park and Bunker Hill while neglecting Skid Row. The South Park and Bunker
Hill Projects do not help locals and only
benefit her developer friends and the
wealthy who are the only people who can
afford to visit these venues.
- New York real estate developers, now entrenched in this city, should go back home
and continue corrupting their own politicians. Our local politicians’ coffers are
already overflowing with sleeze money.
- Does anyone really know what district
Jan Perry resides in? Owner of several
properties, her residency hardly passes the
smell test.
- You don’t cut government programs in
a bad economy. That’s when we all need
help at times. And in good economic times
government programs automatically become smaller, since less people need them.
- Republicans, mainly Tea Party members,
want to tank the economy and collapse the
government.
- Can Jan Perry explain how a million dollars was spent on a Pershing Square Project to update the stage there? I could have
charged the city $200,000 and still made
$100,000 profit on the completed project.
Perhaps she also failed economics and accounting? In case she’s a magician? “Jan,
can you tell me where the million went?”
No wonder why the city is broke! A magician never reveals their secrets.
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are mostly want-to-be cops trying to do
the job of the police.
- The Republican Plan to unseat President
Obama is to just say no to everything. In
the end this may lead the Republican Party
to oblivion.
- I need not look to Washington to understand that the government is broken. You
can get a front row seat every Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday at the Council
Chambers within Los Angeles City Hall.
- I don’t believe that writing thousands of
jaywalking tickets has any impact on crime
statistics.
- The SCI was intended for Skid Row exclusively. So why is it now also employed
in Hollywood and Venice Beach? How
soon will we see crime rates climb in Hollywood and Venice, as it has in Skid Row?
- The Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO)
is in dire need of being overhauled. How
can anyone justify its current structure? In
this economy all are being asked to take
pay cuts, forloughs and make a shared sacrifice, all except landlords. Each year the
landlords are guaranteed a 3-5% increase
on rents. Is this a shared sacrifice? Hell no.
- To discourage landlords from letting
their properties fall into the REAP program, after they bring their properties up
to acceptable standards, rents on those
properties should be frozen for five years.
Now that’s an incentive that should motivate most landlords.

- Purple shirts, red shirts, green shirts and
whatever other shirts patrolling the city

These are only my personal opinions. If you want to
agree with or counter these positions, send your comments to The Community Connection, Attn: Al Sabo

and power be seen and heard. And, for
the record, we more than accomplished
what we set out to do. We marched up
to Charles Schwab and Wells Fargo and
told them and the world that the people
experiencing poverty and their advocates
want house keys - not handcuffs (as
one hundred of our protest signs read).
Our voice included the power of all the
organizations that form the Western
Regional Advocacy Project (WRAP) –
Building Opportunities for Self-Sufficiency
(Berkeley), San Francisco Coalition
on Homelessness, LA CAN, Sisters of
the Road (Portland), and Street Roots
(Portland).

which we decided was needed to make
long term changes in our situations. It’s
up to us to everyday come together and
create new ideas that spark revolutionary
action. We learned that in Chicago a group
of people decided not to wait for the banks
to sell unused property to developers, only
to bulldoze a home, a dream, a right. No!
They are taking a course of action to take
back the land for themselves to change
their situations with their own hands.

The energy was surging once we all united
and carried out our ideas and plans. All
was conveyed with deep emotion and
conviction. Throughout the weekend a
shared passion for change could be felt
at every event, after every speaker and
with every smile and clinched fist. The
workshop held Friday helped empower us
and get us ready for the protest that was to
take place right after. We marched down
the streets of San Francisco with a band
of freedom and signs rallying the masses.
For those hours I personally felt stronger
than ever before. Weeks after that march, I
search for that feeling again.
In order to achieve more power and build
our movement we need more numbers
and a constant flow of ideas. This level
of power gives rise to changes in policy,
8

That’s why WRAP has decided to take
action toward policy reforms through the
use of surveys and other instruments used
to measure and reflect people’s opinion,
voice and experience. To take these
measurements and turn them into plans –
and then turn those plans into action we
can all participate in. Now is the time to
live the dreams of Martin. Now are the
times for People to take back the Power.

Top Left: Jose VanDerburg marches with WRAP
members; Bottom Right: A large crowd stands outside a local Wells Fargo Branch and force managers
to close for the day.
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State Legislators put
the Interests of Billionaires over the Community…..Again
On Friday, August 26, 2011, throngs of eager
participants, many bused in by Anschutz Entertainment Group (AEG), filled the auditorium at the Ronald Reagan building and waited
for the State Senate hearing to begin. It was a
one item agenda: the impacts of a new stadium
in downtown Los Angeles proposed by AEG,
which also owns Staples Center and the L.A.
Live complex.
The hearing was mostly attended by AEG supporters. There was a large contingent of young
people, all wearing C-House sweatshirts,
which were later identified as the Miguel
Contreras football team. Additionally, there
was a large showing of political insiders, union
brass and out of work rank-and-file construction workers. Political insider Martin Ludlow
could be seen running frantically around
the auditorium shaking hands and securing
support for AEG. Ludlow is the former 10th
District Councilmember who was accused of
criminal charges related to election and campaign laws; he subsequently entered into a
plea deal and disappeared from public view
only to now reemerge as an AEG front-man.
And just when you thought you saw it all,
in walked Fox NFL Sunday analyst and former NFL defensive end, Michael Strahan.
Strahan’s superstar status landed him on the
opening, single-person “panel” entitled, “The
Need for Football in Downtown LA.” Strahan was clearly recruited to sell the need for
a football stadium, at any cost, to LA football
fans. He closed with a heartfelt recollection of
just how much the NFL had done for him and
his family and that he hoped everyone would
benefit in the same way. However, residents
and a City don’t benefit in the same way as
NFL players – instead they pay the money that
eventually makes millionaires out of owners,
management and elite players such as Strahan.
Senator De Leon, Chair of the Select Committee on Sports and Entertainment, opened the
session by reminding participants that the
purpose of the hearing was to hear all sides;
however, he could not mask is exuberance to
officiate in a such way that clearly indicated
his strong support for the AEG-proposed stadium. At one point during his opening statement he passionately remarked, “ this project
can be a game changer.”
LA CAN members and some environmental
advocates and attorneys seemed to be the only
ones in the room with any critique or questions
about the proposed stadium and, most importantly, the need for real community input to
protect the health and safety of the surrounding communities if the project were to move
forward. In fact, LA CAN had been asked by
Senator Kevin De Leon to speak at the hearing
on the panel addressing “Balancing the Event
Center and Community Needs.” However,
at the last minute, the LA CAN representative
was told that the panels were full. It seemed
after observing the panels that they weren’t
full, but instead were specifically designed to
include almost solely supporters and boosters
of the project. There were only two or three
of the more than 15 speakers who raised any
concern or question to the Senate committee.
Project Financing
Project financing, which continues to be a
mounting concern, was addressed by a twoperson panel of Gerry Miller, Chief Legislative
Analyst of the City of Los Angeles, and Mark
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Whitaker, Senior Fiscal and Policy Analyst
for the California Legislative Analyst’s Office. Continuing down the “no public money”
rhetoric advanced by numerous City officials,
Miller informed the Committee that, “not a
dime of public money is in this project” and
that there would be “zero public subsidy of
any sort.” Miller later acknowledged this was
only true for the stadium itself, not the entire
project. He notified the Committee that 23% of
the Convention Center demolition and rehabilitation (required in order to build the stadium
as proposed) financing would come from new
taxes and that another 73% would come from
a “special tax arrangement” generated from
project revenues.
The economic forecast provided by Mark
Whitaker was more direct and reflected a
recent study by his office as well as numerous
research reports showing that there is minimal
economic benefit to surrounding communities
from stadium projects. Whitaker opened his
comments by stating, “In our view these studies [referring to AEG and City of Los Angeles
reports] overstate the benefits of an NFL stadium.” Throughout his presentation Whitaker
dispelled a variety of myths that are routinely
and strategically placed by stadium developers and their boosters regarding economic
impact. Whitaker unwaveringly stated that the
stadium, “will not have regional or state-wide
impact.”
Environmental Process
The California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and related Environmental Impact Review [EIR] processes are among the most important tools that residents and organizations
have at their disposal to ensure their qualityof-life is not adversely impacted by proposed
development projects. In short, EIRs explore
impacts to air and water quality, historic and
cultural sites, the social and economic impacts
to local communities, and cost analyses for
alternatives. Developers frame the process as
extremely long and with uncertainty in outcomes, especially in well-organized communities. Residents, on the other hand, have used
this process to stop detrimental development
from occurring in their communities and to
improve projects and ensure beneficial impacts
to surrounding communities.
At the hearing and in the press leading up to
the hearing, AEG explicitly told lawmakers
that if they did not pass legislation to substantially weaken the CEQA requirements for their
stadium project, that the project and all of its
promised jobs would die. As of the date of the
hearing, there were approximately two weeks
left in the legislative session to accomplish this
special treatment for AEG.
On the other hand Douglas Carstens, Attorney from the California Planning and Conservation League, had a very different take.
Carstens opened his comments by sharing his
love for the game of football and his respect
for union workers who are facing extreme
difficulties. However, he was greatly troubled
by the prospect of giving yet another corporation a special state exemption from part or all
of CEQA requirements. He strongly stated,
“the return of football cannot be done at the
expense of community.” Carstens also rebutted the theory that if special legislation was
not passed it would kill the project and job loss
was certain. He informed the committee that
environmental mitigation measures actually
create more jobs. Lastly, Carstens dispelled
the myth about frivolous lawsuits holding up
stadium development by explaining current
legal standards that prevent frivolous lawsuits
and even offered advice on how to get through
the process efficiently.
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The Promise of Jobs and Economic Prosperity

The fact that 50% of the Building Trades are on
the unemployment bench is unacceptable and
has forced many workers into deep hardship.
However, it seems to have also forced construction trade union leadership into a strange
position as it relates to environmental justice.
At the State hearing, Building Trades President
Robbie Hunter testified that he believed that
the CEQA/EIR process has created a cottage
industry for frivolous lawsuits. He stated,
“lawyers for law firms [were] knocking on
neighborhood doors and saying they would
split the difference,” implying that the EIR process was primarily a money-making venture
for lawyer and community residents. He also
unequivocally stated that “it [CEQA] holds up
projects” for years and years. Organized labor
is a key component of a socially and economically just society, and environmental justice is
equally so, and therefore LA CAN members
were dismayed to hear this divide and conquer messaging so clearly stated by labor.
Unfortunately, while jobs are desperately
needed especially in this time of economic crisis, academic studies show consensus findings
that the promise of jobs from stadium projects
are far over-stated.
During the labor presentation, Senator Curren
Price explicitly asked the union representatives if they had a plan to diversify the workforce and how new faces could be added. His
question was an attempt at pointing to another
elephant in the room: the absence of African
Americans in the trades. His question was
met by an air of indignation and went largely
unanswered by the all-White union leadership,
with the exception of the representative of the
Painters’ Union who acknowledged diversity
was an issue that they were trying to address.
Devastating State Legislation Follows the
Booster-Filled Hearing
In the two weeks following the hearing, AEG
launched an aggressive lobbying campaign to
ensure that state elected officials pass special
legislation to protect against environmental
lawsuits, thus limiting communities’ ability to
thoroughly examine potential impacts and ensure meaningful mitigation measures. Despite
efforts by environmental justice groups and
community groups, including LA CAN, they
were more than successful – creating longterm impacts for communities surrounding the
proposed downtown stadium and those living
near many future large developments.
On Tuesday, September 27, Governor Brown
proudly signed two laws that roll back environmental protections and restrict real community input and oversight of large projects.
One, Senate Bill 202, was directed solely at
LA’s stadium and breaks for AEG; the other,
Assembly Bill 900, creates loopholes and
protections for developers of projects costing
$100 million or more. It is exactly these large
projects that have the most potential for environmental harm. More importantly though,
perhaps, is that through these laws, our state
legislators have again put the needs of millionaire and billionaire developers over the needs
of every-day residents and the health of our
communities.
According to the LA Times, “Speaking at a
news conference with Leiweke [Tim Leiwkeke,
AEG Chairman and CEO], labor leaders, a
gaggle of lawmakers and two high school
football teams, Brown said California’s high
unemployment demands ‘big ideas and big
projects.’” But the record clearly shows that
big stadium projects are not new ideas, not
substantial job creators, and cost local taxpayers millions.
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Films for the People

Local Resident and film buff Esther Alejandro shares some of her favorite films
while placing their meaning and messages within the context of Skid Row

BOPHA!

The Great Debaters

Producer: Arsenio Hall
Actors: Danny Glover,
Alfre Woodard, Malcolm McDowell
Director: Morgan Freeman

Unaware of the explosive situation
about to erupt in South Africa, an
African police officer is at odds with
his own son, who is convinced he
doesn’t want to follow in his father’s
footsteps. On the horizon of 1980’s
South Africa, the mounting tension
will have a transforming impression
as he sees his own world – his
collaboration with the powers that
be – rapidly tumbling down. Bopha is a Zulu word that means
“to arrest/detain.” To the multitudes of protesters it is a cry of
injustice perpetrated on them.
In the context of the Skid Row community of Los Angeles, the
similarities are noticeable. There is continuous police presence
to harass and perpetrate abuses against a community already
overwhelmed with poverty and homelessness. This is a movie
everyone should see, and learn from the South Africans that to
end abust, resistance is necessary.

Producer: Oprah Winfrey
Actors: Denzel Washington, Forest
Whitaker
Director: Denzel Washington
Inspired by a true story, a brilliant
professor at Wiley College seeks
to transform the lives of a group
of “underdog” African-American
college students into a “historical
powerhouse that took on the
Harvard elite.”
His technique was radical, and caused upheaval among the
white population. He prevailed not only by inspiring his
“debaters”, but African-American farmers and other workers.
The powers that be have a “great gift for gab,” and they will
not cut corners when it comes to justifying their actions against
the poor. As a community, there is a need for leaders wellprepared to debate, if need be, the wiles of the powerful in city
government. Everyone in the community should see this film.

The Murder of Emmett Till

Produced by PBS
This PBS documentary is the narrative of one of the most heinous crimes ever committed against an
African-American youth. It recreates Emmett’s summer trip in 1955 to Mississippi, visiting with his
uncle Mose, and helping out with cotton picking.
According to existing documentation, there was a drive to a store in Money, MS, where Emmitt
purchased ice-cream, and three cents worth of gum. It was never clearly established if he did so,
but Emmett was accused of flirting with a white woman. The following events proved fatal for him.
Two evenings, later, he was abducted from his uncle’s house and never returned. His body was later
recovered from Lake Tallahatchie. The murderers were tried and found not guilty.
But this murder had strong repercussions. Apart from being a spark that helped to ignite the Civil Rights
Movement, it also brought ruin to the business whose owners were responsible for Emmett’s murder.
A similar situation ensued during the L.A. riots. An African-American young girl, Latasha Harlins, was shot in the back by a
Korean store owner. This occurred just 13 days after the videotaped beating of Rodney King. In both cases, the judicial system failed
to bring justice for these individuals. Hence, the riots.
This last May, Dale Garrett was murdered by LAPD officers on 5th and Spring St. here in downtown. They sustain that Garrett
was armed while many believe he was not. This is just one of the many disputed facts surrounding the case as the investigation
continues. This has led to increased tension in one of the most policed areas in all of Los Angeles. Will we need to bring a new civil
rights movement to the west to ensure the community gets justice for Dale Garrett?

ENGAGE

I, You, We
by Timothy “Big Mack” Mackey

Washing your feet ain’t
never been seen
Submission to the Kings
and Queens
Where you been all this
time
Hiding uptown so
sublime
Now the spirit is rising
For all to see
The Skid Row Warriors
Just like me

I was part of the Problem
I became part of $olution
I went back to being the Problem
Now i’m back the $olution!!
I know GOD helps those that help themselves.
$o he $ent me $ent me $ome Great’Guardian Angele$
To help me Under$tand. Pete,Becky,Dogon,Pam’Pam’
Debbie,$teve,Herman,Joe,Linda,Bilal,Laveeta,Jame$
$o i can Uplift $piritually,Mentually,Phy$ically
& Financially Me ,My$elf an I an our Community
An Micheal’Zing’Zing & Peggy
$ee y’all in LA-CAN Heaven!!
Until then pray for me
No Mo $cam$ Drug$ Gang$ or Pen$
$oooooooooooooooooooooo’
LA i CAN LA You CAN LA We CAN
Fight BacK Fight BacK!!One mo time y’all
LA i CAN LA You CAN
LA We CAN Fight BacK Fight BacK!!
(Re-Mix) LA i CAN LA You CAN
LA We CAN Fight for Human Right$
Fight for Human Right$!!
World’Wide’LA CAN 4 LiFE!!

By King Gerald
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A Medical Facility
by Carolyn Irene Schavgaard
Sometimes I still dream that I am
drinking.
Although I haven’t for 14 years
being an alcoholic and needing
to practice abstinence along with
them living here where there are
no drinking or drugs.
I dreamed that I had been drinking in a car and I was arrested.
Instead of jail they put me in a
medical facility Rickey Mantley
who gave me a break writing LA
CAN Wouldn’t that be great?
They understood my coke and
pill which takes the place for me
drinking.
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Goodbye, Pat

January 11, 1961 –
August 20, 2011
Queen Rosemary Gatewood came to
L.A. in 2002. She came to make Los
Angeles her home. In 2003, she met
brother Omar, the leader of the drums
and percussion group Rhythms of the
Heart, an African-American drum group
based in the community. She eventually
joined the group as a drummer and
percussionist.
Mr. Robert Jones lived at the Sanborn
Hotel and was a Downtown resident for
30 years. He passed away August 18.
Mr. Jones was well loved and respected
in the community. He gave so much love
to the the neigbhorhood and those who
knew him cared for him. We miss you
and love you, Mr. Jones. We hope you
rest in peace.

She was known as Queen, and she
would address every black woman
she encountered as Queen. She was
also known for her African attire and
would often wear an African crown. We
loved her very much. Since her passing,
Rhythms of the Heart has dedicated
every performance to her. She will be
missed dearly.

Pat Welch passed away on September
3. She was a good and dear friend to me.
She was lonely at the time because her
sister was missing. But she talked and
laughed all the time.
She was good people who took care
of me and always brought me things I
needed. She passed away peacefully in
her sleep. I loved her dearly and she will
always be with me. - Harriett Ruff

A Message to the Black Woman
By Billy Shaw
To all the Black Nubian Queens, hold your head up high and be proud of your Beautiful dark skin, and bow down to no masters. For you
are the idea created in the image of the Mother Goddess in earth form. Created from the dark core, beneath the crust of the earth, you are the
dark matter that contains the seed of life, for within you is the secret alchemy of life in creation, that transforms dark matter into imperial brilliant light. The light which is the seed, and essence of all beginnings, new and old, far, and near, for your mystery, and secrets, reveal your
revelation to all who desire to know and dwell in the deep wells of your being. To see you is to behold the Goddess within, in all its Beautiful
Magnified Glory – personified, and animated, by divine grace when you move, and speak. There is no mineral or element in or beneath the
earth, nor anything created by man, nor anything in the universe and beyond that personifies and magnifies Beauty more than you, my Black
Nubian Queen. You are a precious jewel that few can find, for your worth is priceless. Your eyes are the diamonds that reveal your deep inner
soul which speaks of unfathomable love, and your smile shines like the sun that reveals the light in your heart, and your heart holds the mystery and hidden wisdom of love and its passion for life. Your knowledge and wisdom and nurturing spirit consoles the childlike and sometimes immature nature of men.
Few men ever prove or ever achieve your level or standard of worthiness, because, there are few men who really appreciate your position as
a Black Nubian Queen, because they rarely appreciate, and understand, and love themselves, nor do they know their place as yet. And so to my
Beautiful Black Nubian Queens, although you seem to be all alone in your silent despair, remember this, you are not alone. And as you wait in silent prayer, as all of nature does, in high expectancy – the sons of God. The Real Black Man is arising like the sun in the east, ready to take his place
as the true leaders of the world and beyond, and then my Black Nubian Queen you will take your rightful place next to your Black King, and rule
the world with divine mind, and pride with honor, knowledge, and wisdom, side by side. And, as the true Mothers of this world and beyond, you
will teach mankind with grace and knowledge and wisdom and power - the divine truth about existence here in this world and beyond. Be patient
my Beautiful Black Queens, the sons of God are slowly awakening even today, it is the appointed time, and soon you will be glad and your years
of despair will be no more. The Day of Reckoning Has Come, And The Chosen Ones – the Black Man And His Beautiful Black Nubian Queen, As
Gods and Goddesses, Will Take Their Rightful Place. And Their Power and Glory and Legacy Will Reign Forever. Ashanti-Ki-Tu.

They Jailed Anotha’ Brotha!
By Walter Fears
A brotha who fed us, held signs, taught us, led chants, ever vigilant in reminding us
of our history, our past, our future, a “for you and for me”, type brotha!
A drummer for justice, march up and down Skid Row same ol’ day after day week
after week month after month year after year, type brotha!
Community organizer, standing in the gap, protestor, activist, Frontline, foot soldier,
“where you at?!!”, “watch out now!”, “Mama, there go that man!”,
that neighborhood black panther, type brotha!
Black male 18-35 wanted dead or alive
falls victim to state of incarceration, type brotha!
A human rights, he belong to us, he ours, this our fight, the struggle continues,
power to the people, type brotha!
The hotter the battle the sweeter the victory, road may be rocky, hill may be high,
but we gon’ get ours, type brotha!
Solomons, Hannibals, Zulus, Dogons, Blackfeet, type brotha!
They jailed anotha’ brotha!
We salute you, General Dogon.
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HINT: Many of the words in this month’s Community Crossword can
be found in the articles of this edition of the Community Connection.

Across
2. The west coast coalition of which LA CAN is a member
5. Last name of the former LA Human Right to
Housing Collective who was recently appointed to the
Housing Authority’s Board of Commissioners
8. The Chair of LA City Council’s Housing Committee
9. The Laker who recently changed his name to Metta
World Peace
10. The group that employs the “Red Shirts”
11. The meeting that is held the first and third Friday of
every month at 6pm at the LA CAN office
15. The agency that recently released a set of guidelines
for how management is supposed to to be treating units
infected with bed bugs - one of which dictates that all
sides of an infected unit are to be inspected and treated if
necessary
18. A rally with the purpose of making people aware of
violence against women, children, and families that is
being held on October 18th, 2011
21. The group that officially sanctioned the five-day work
week in October of 1933
23. The month in which the Safer Cities Initiative was
launched in 2006
24. The L.A. City Law that regulates how much landlords
can raise people’s rent
27. A good source of fiber that is currently growing on
Main St.
28. 9th District City Council Member who is running of
Mayor
29. Celebrating its 10th anniversary, this local coalition
aims to establish a collective voice that communicates the
strength and power of women in the community

Down
1. The L.A. Congressional Representative who is on the 12-person Super
Committee (aka “The Gang of 12”)

16. The program that is imposed upon rental properties when the
property is deemed uninhabitable or is not up to code

3. The ARTIST who played a series of concerts at the LA FORUM
this past summer

17. Meets the first and third Thursday of every month at 10:30am
at 530 S. Main St.

4. The CHIEF architect of the Safer Cities Initiative

19. Where you can always find a game of 3-on-3

6. The first African Woman and first environmentalist to win the Nobel
Prize for Peace who passed away in September 2011

20. The 14 year-old boy who was brutally murdered after being
accused of flirting with a white woman in 1955

7. Company who recently got the California Legislature to weaken state
environmental law in its effort to build Farmer’s Field

22. First name of the star and director of The Great Debaters

12. Legendary MC who recently toured Skid Row

23. Home of the largest concentration of police officers in
the country

13. Also known as “Food Stamps”, this program is currently under the
threat of being cut by federal law makers

25. The continental street paper organization that the Community
Connection is a part of (see cover)

14. The month in which Earl Lloyd became the first AfricanAmerican to play in a National Basketball Association game in 1950

26. The pioneer of rock and roll who celebrates his 85th birthday
this October 18 and who still performs regularly in St. Louis
crossword answer key located at the bottom of page 11
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To contact LA CAN or find out more
about our work and how to support
us, write or visit us online:
530 S. Main Street, Ground Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90013
(213) 228-0024
www.cangress.org
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Interested in writing or contributing to the
Community Connection? Have a response to an
article or piece you’d like to share? Know of a
pressing community issue we should be covering?

Contact us at 213.228.0024 or drop by the
LA CAN offices, located at 530 S. Main St.

Editorial Policy:
The Community Connection is a street newspaper and a member of the North American
Street Newspaper Association and the International Network of Street Papers. The Los
Angeles Community Action Network (LA CAN) is a membership organization comprised
of low-income, homeless and formerly homeless residents living in Downtown and South
Los Angeles, and surrounding communities. LA CAN’s staff and core members write many
articles that appear in the Community Connection. These generally appear without a byline,
attributed to LA CAN as a collective.
Articles by contributors who are not LA CAN core members and/or personal
opinion/experience articles receive a byline. These articles do not necessarily represent the
views, opinions and perspectives of the Los Angeles Community Action Network.
All articles and artwork may be reproduced with permission only;
please contact Pete White @ (213) 228-0024 or petew@cangress.org.
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